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Behcet’sÇ
Syndrome
A chronic and rare condition resulting from disturbances in the body’s

immune system. It is characterised by severe and unwanted inflammation in
many parts of the body. The condition is painful, disabling and can affect

quality of life.

When an
Employee has

Behçet’s
Syndrome
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An Employer’s Guide

A Guide about Behçet’s Disease and how it can affect people at work



About the
Behçet’s Syndrome Society

The Behçet’s Syndrom e Society (BSS ) cares for people with
Behçet’s Syndrome , their fam ilies and carers, provid ing inform ation,
advocacy and support.

The BSS helpline 0345 1307329

The BSS website www.behcets.org.uk has a wealth of information about living
with Behçet’s Syndrome, treatments and the latest research and developments.

P lease note that the inform ation in this book let is a guide only, and is not
intended as a substitute for individua l guidance from appropr iate
agencies. While we have m ade every effort to ensure this inform ation is
accurate at the tim e of going to press, please be aware that deta ils may
change. We strongly recom mend you seek advice according to your
individua l circum stances, as we cannot be held responsible for any
consequences arising from reliance on the inform ation in this book let.
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is open from 9.00am to 9.00 pm Monday to
Friday and from 10.00am to 6pm at weekends and Bank Holidays.



About
this booklet

If you’re an employer of someone who has Behçet’s Syndrom e , we hope
you find this booklet useful. In it there is information about the disease and
how it can affect people at work, the k ind of difficulties it can cause and
how these may be overcome. It also includes up-to- date deta ils of where
employers can go for help and advice on the law relating to disability, on
best practice and on making adjustments for employees at work and the
possible financia l help that is also available.

Behçet’s Syndrome is still a poorly understood condition but t reatments have
improved a great deal. The goal is now to diagnose the condition at an early stage.
With understanding and support from employers and healthcare teams, it is possible
for some people with Behçet’s to remain in work for as long as they wish.

However, for those in employment, the picture is often one of slowed career  
progression, changes in employment to accommodate their condition, uncertainty
about the future and concern over the potential loss of income and pension
contributions.

When people experience problems at work, it can have a major impact on their social
life and their relationships with their partners and families.

What is encouraging, however, is that the barriers people experience in the workplace
are often not impossible to overcome. There are several factors which are important
in enabling people to remain productively employed. These include: awareness and
understanding from employers; travel arrangements; specific adaptations or
equipment; and access to medical teams when people need help.

Wehope that this booklet will be helpful for employers and organisations who advocate
for the rights of people with long term conditions.
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About

Behçet’s Syndrome

Behçet’s Syndrome or Behçet’s Disease (BD) is a rare, chronic, lifelong
disorder that involves inflammation of blood vessels throughout the
body. A ll age groups can be affected by Behcet’s disease but patients
are usua lly diagnosed in their 20s and 30s.

Key facts about the condition

There is no obvious pattern to symptoms and everybody’s disease is
different. People get ‘flares’, or periods when symptoms are much
worse, which then subside. They can have periods when the disease is
quiet and causes them no problems.

It is an ‘auto-immune disease’ – that is, it results from a problem with
the body’s immune system.

It is a multi - system disease and may involve all organs. The main
symptoms are oral and genital ulceration and eye inflammation. It can also
include skin lesions, arthritis and bowel inflammation.

It is treatable but currently it is not curable.
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    Valuable assets:

skills and experience
Ask employers what their most va luable asset is and they invariably
reply ‘my employees’. They place a high priority on retaining the
skills and experience of va lued members of staff, particularly given
the high costs of recruitment, induction and tra ining for new staff.

Behçet’s syndrome can be a difficult disease to manage, both for individuals
and for employers, as it often begins when people are in the prime of their
working lives. However, there can be straightforward and inexpensive
strategies to minimise the effects of the condition on employment, from which
both employers and employees benefit. If people are absent from work for
long periods of time it becomes extremely difficult for them to return
– this argues strongly for focusing efforts on enabling people to remain in
work.

Part of the difficulty is the nature of the disease itself. Behçet’s Syndrome
is a complex and fluctuating condition, which also varies greatly between
individuals. It can be severe and at the same time almost invisible; to non-medical
eyes there are often no physical changes in a person diagnosed with the condition.

There is a real need to increase the understanding about the condition and the

needs of those who have it.        
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Behçet’s Syndrome
may affect people at work

How

It is natura l for employers to be concerned about the possible
impact of any long-term health condition on their employees’
performance and reliability, and consequently on their business.
In addition to concerns about the welfare of employees, there
may well be other issues, for example the additional
management requirements such as arranging cover for sick
leave, or possible additional costs, for example for new
equipment.

Many people with Behçet’s Syndrome can continue to be able to work
normally with few problems. However, there are those who do face
challenges in the workplace at some time.

The impact of the condition at work can very often be successfully
managed, and may be less disruptive than many employers fear. There
really is no ‘typical’ scenario, because it affects each person differently
and because of its fluctuating nature. However, the following gives a very
broad outline of what to expect.
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When someone has been diagnosed

When someone is newly diagnosed, they are usually prescribed one of the
many drugs that are available to control the disease process. These disease
modifying drugs are effective, though they take a while to ‘kick in’ – usually a
matter of weeks, though in some cases longer.

During this early phase people are often distressed and overwhelmed. They are
in pain; they are coming to terms with the fact that they have a lifelong
condition for which there is no cure; they are anxious about how this will
affect their future, including their ability to remain in their job. Having an
employer who understands the nature of their condition and its treatment in
these early stages makes a huge difference.

Once the drugs take effect and the disease becomes controlled, some people are able to
continue to work as normal. Others may need some adjustments to their working
environment, working hours, or to the job itself. There is more information about
adjustments on page13.

Symptoms
The most common ways in which symptoms affect a person’s ability to work are:

problems with mobility and strength.

Pain

Fatigue

Reductions in concentration and memory and
physical and mental stamina.

However, today people can manage their symptoms more effectively than in the
past.

‘Flares’
Even when Behçet’s Syndrome is well controlled, people can experience a ‘flare’ in their
symptoms. Flares can sometimes occur suddenly and without any warning signs: a person
can be at work one day and be physically unable to get out of bed the next. Flares usually
subside within a couple of days but their frequency and severity varies greatly between
individuals.

Flares may be managed without medical help but when they do require medical support,
rapid intervention can minimise the severity of the flare.
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Time off

To manage their disease people with BD will need some time off for hospital or GP 
appointments.

This does not have to be disruptive; often people can arrange routine appointments
on the way to or from work.

People whose disease is not yet effectively controlled are more likely to need some
time off before drugs stabilise their condition, though this varies according to each
individual.

In April 2010, sick notes were replaced with Fit for Work notes. This allows the
pers son’ GP to identify if they may be fit for work with support. Information on
how the employee’s condition may affect what they do at work and suggestions
for common ways to help support the person at work. These may include a
phased return to work, flexible working, amended duties and/or workplace
adaptations.

More details can be found at: www.gov.uk/government/collections/fit-note which
also has useful links for employers including a guide entitled ‘Getting the most out
of the fit note’.                                                    
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Communicating
about the situation

Some people will tell their employer as soon as they are diagnosed,
while others prefer to take their time and come to terms with the news.
Some will effectively have no choice, if their early symptoms are severe
and they are facing difficulties at work that they need to discuss.

Whatever the circumstances, for most people, this will not be an easy
conversation. It makes all the difference to have the understanding of
their employer. As well as the difficulties of coping with a life-changing
diagnosis, people may have feelings of guilt if their performance at work
has recently been affected. They will be uncertain about their future
health and perhaps about their rights at work. Employers can help
greatly by taking a supportive approach at this difficult time.

Follow normal good people management practice in
communicating with your employee, particularly ensuring that
they have and understand all the relevant company policies and
how these apply to their situation.

When an employee has told you that they have Behçet’s
Syndrome they may want to inform their colleagues or they
may prefer to keep it confidential. If they wish their colleagues
to be informed, discuss and agree jointly the best way to go
about this.

Agree a series of review meetings with your employee that
enable you to discuss any support or adjustments they may
need. You can, of course, use your normal review meetings
that you have with your employees to discuss these matters.

Let the employee know who they can talk to if they need
support or if their situation changes.

If any employee has an extended absence, keep in touch. It will
give you information to help manage workloads, and ensure
that suitable support is given to an employee on their return.
Aim to agree with the individual what frequency of
communication is appropriate, which may include home visits,
visits to work and/or regular phone calls. Agree who contacts
whom and when to ensure you meet your company attendance
policy.
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Finding out what your employee needs: a checklist

Explore the situation with your employee. Identify with them the aspects of their role that
they ca an complete without problem and which they know or think that they may struggle
with. Then identify how these could be done differently, include travel to work (missing the
rush-hour) and location of parking space in relation to the office/workplace.

Decide what actions are needed and who will be responsible.

Examine the working environment and accessibility includingworkplace location,
heavy doors and the need to use stairs. If you do not have an occupational health nurse
then arrange a work assessment with an occupational therapist, occupational health
physiotherapist or the Access to Work scheme. For more information see page 16.

Assess the potential for the employee to continue with their current role. Consider
whether adaptations, changes to their working hours, or additional training are
necessary.

Identify any trial adjustments needed to their role, or identify a (temporary or
permanent) potential alternative job. Examine re-training options.

Agree on what informationcolleagues should receive and who is responsible for telling
them.

Agree on a communication and review process.
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Supporting an
employee who has Behçet’s

The type of support an indiv idual needs will of course depend
on the type of work they do and how physica l it is. Som e
occupations with heavy labouring are more difficult to
accommodate than less physica l jobs. However, in some
circumstances, there are options for transferring people to
less physical work that still uses their sk ills or a llowing some
flexibility in the time they spend at specific tasks.

When an employee tells you that they have BD, take the earliest opportunity to
ask about any problems they are experiencing and explore ways to overcome
them. Often they can be resolved easily and with little effort. Making
modifications sooner rather than later may well be cheaper too, as you can make
changes before the problem becomes costlier. You may need to arrange
a workplace assessment to identify problems and potential solutions. There is
more information on page 16.

With the right support and adjustments, people with BD can usually continue in
employment.
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Legal responsibilities

The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC) provides extensive guidance for
employers on the (EA) Equality Act, including best practice.

Many people with BD do not consider themselves to be disabled. However, they may
be entitled to protection at work under the EA if their BD affects them in such a way
that they meet the EA’s definition of having a disability; i.e. if they have a physical or
mental impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on their ability
to carry out normal day-to-day activities. This can include limitations in:

mobility.
manualdexterity.

the ability to lift, carry or otherwise move everyday objects.
memory or the ability to concentrate, learn or understand.

Long term and fluctuating or progressive conditions are specifically included in the
definition of disability in the EA.

Protection against discrimination
Under the Equality Act, an employer may not unlawfully discriminate against a
disabled person. There are various types of discrimination – see the EHRC Worker’s
Guidance for more details. In particular, your employer must not treat you less
favourably because you have BD than a similar employee without such a disability, for
example in opportunities for promotion andtraining.

There is also a new requirement under the Equality Act for employers to not treat a
disabled person unfavourably because of something arising from theirdisabilitywhere
this cannot be justified. Disability related sickness is an example of this. If an employee
needs to take leave because of their BD, it is good practice for the employer to
distinguish between such ‘disability leave’ and general sick leave. The employer may then
discount some or all of the disability leave when considering any disciplinary issues,
performance measures or selection criteria for promotion or redundancy. However,
the employee will be subject to the company’s normal sick pay policy. An employer
does not have to pay more sick pay to a disabled person (although they can choose to).
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‘Reasonable adjustments’

The EA requires employers to make ‘reasonable adjustments’, i.e. to make sure that,
as far as is reasonable, a disabled employee has the same access to everything that is
involved in doing and keeping a job as a non-disabled person. What kind of adjustments
should an employer consider and what is considered reasonable?

Many adjustments can support a person with BD, some of which cost very little to
implement. These include:

adjusting working hours, making these more flexible, allowing additional breaks
to help overcome fatigue or working from home for all or part of the time.

adjusting duties, possibly transferring some to other people and allowing an
employee to take on others that are more suitable.

acquiring equipment, such as telephone headsets, ergonomickeyboards,
adapted handles or a supportive chair.

support from someone else to do part of the job (e.g. help with lifting or
transferring necessary equipment).

improvements to access, e.g. a disabled parking place near to the workplace,
ramps, rails and stair lifts, widening door, positioning of light switches and door
handles.

assigning to a different place of work or transferring to fulfil an existing vacancy.

adjusting company policies, such as modifying disciplinary or grievance
procedures, redundancy selection criteria or absence management procedures
to discount some or all of periods of disability related absence.
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The EA Statutory Code of Conduct

The Equality Act Statutory Code of Conduct on Employment lists some of the
factors that may be taken into account when deciding what steps it is reasonable for
an employer to take. The Factors are:

Whether or not taking a particular step would be effective in preventing the
substantial disadvantage.

The practicality of the step.

The financial and other costs of making adjustments and the extent of any
disruption caused.

The availability of financial or other assistance to help the employer make an
adjustment (such as the help available through Access to Work).

The extent of the employer’s financial and other resources.

The type and size of the organisation.

It would be reasonable to expect all employers to provide ramps, rails and simple
ergonomic equipment for computers and telephones or minor adaptaptions to
machinery.

But if a building has awkward stairs, for example, it may not be physically possible to
install a stair lift without extensive additional building work, which might then make 
such an adaptation unreasonable.

A larger company may be able to afford to allocate another employee to help,
whereas a small company with a few employees may not be able to do so, Note that
financial help is available through the Access to Work scheme - there are more
details on page 16.

Employee and employers should aim to communicate effectively and openly, to
negotiate on both sides what is ‘reasonable’. Further advice is available from the
Trades Union Council.

If an employee cannot continue in their present role because of their BD, you should
explore all avenues for transferring the employee to another role within the company.
Such a move can also be considered reasonable adjustment and could include a role
at a different work location.
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Workplace assessments

The best way to assess what adjustments are needed may be to carry out a workplace
assessment. An assessment can be carried outby:

Occupational Health Therapists , whose job is to enable people with disabilities or
illness to perform tasks at work and in their daily lives more easily

Physiotherapists , specifically those who specialise in OccupationalHealth

Vocationa l Rehabilitation (VR), counsellor or case manager

An Access to Work (AtW), advisor

Occupational Health Nursing Advisor, act as a link between employer and employee.

A therapist, VR counsellor or AtW advisor can visit the workplace to assess the employee’s
job and their physical environment. They can evaluate job tasks and advise how they can be
simplified or modified to reduce the effort needed. They may suggest: appropriate
adaptations to equipment; assistive technology; other devices such as splints and changes to
the work environment or how the job is performed. An employee may request that an
occupational therapist from their own health team visits to do an assessment. For
information about qualified therapists and VR counsellors and how to find them, see Support
and Resources from pages 16. There are a number of different professionals listed above who
are involved in Vocational (work) Rehabilitation (VR). Experienced professionals should be
qualified, members of a professional association and adhere to VR national standards for
theirprofession.
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Support

and resources
I f your company has an occupational health nurse advisor, they
are the starting point for support. If not, there are many external
sources of help, on the law, making adjustments, work assessments
and good practice.

The Access to Work scheme (AtW) provides support to disabled people,
those with long-term health conditions and their employers to help
overcome work- related obstacles resulting from a disability or health
condition.

Financial assistance is available from AtW to help employers recruit, retrain or
make necessary adjustments in the workplace.

An AtW advisor can give support and information on helping to tackle
practical obstacles in the workplace. They may be able to act on an existing
report from a therapist, or they may need to arrange for an assessment to
determine how much and what type of help an employee needs.
Practical and financial help is available for:

special aids and equipment

support workers

travel to and from work, where extra costs are incurred in
travelling to and from work because of a disability

adaptations to premises and equipment

For employees starting a new job (i.e. they started less than 6 weeks ago),
Access to Work will consider covering up to 100% of approved costs of help.
Whatever the employment status, Access to Work will also consider paying up
to 100% of the approved costs of help with:

support

workers fares to work

communicator support at interview

Access to Work also pays a proportion of costs of support if the employee:

has been in the job for six weeks or more and needs special equipment or

adaptations to premises.
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The precise level of cost sharing is as follows:

employers with less than 10 staff – access to work can pay 100% of the
approvedcosts
employers with 10 to 49 staff – access to work can pay 100% of the approved costs
employers with 50 to 249 staff – employer will have to pay the first
£500 and access to work can then pay 80% of the approved costs up
to £10,000
large employers with 250 or more staff – employer will have to pay the first £1,000 and
access to work can then pay 80% of the approved costs up to £10,000

access to work would normally cover all additional costs over £10,000

Access to Work funding is available for up to three years. At the end of this period your
employee’s needs will be reviewed to assess if continued or further funding is required. As
long as the funding is needed, you should continue to get it.

To contact Access to Work directly, see page 20. The employee can also discuss their
needs and contact AtW via the Disability Employment Advisor at their local JobCentre
Plus. See www.gov.uk/access-to-work for full details.

NHS Health at Work Network
NHS Health at Work is the network of occupational health teams dedicated to ensuring
that the NHS has a healthy, motivated workforce that is able to provide the best
possible patient care.

NHS Health at Work influences and advises Government and other bodies about
occupational health in the NHS. They also provide a gateway for businesses in the broader
community who are seeking occupational health advice and support including a section to
enable you to find an NHS occupational health (OH) provider.

To find out more about the services offered visit http://www.nhshealthatwork.co.uk/

Workplace Health Advice
Government funded services providing confidential, practical and free advice to small
businesses on workplace health and safety, management of sickness absence and return to
work issues are available from the following:

England: The Health and Safety Executive www.hse.gov.uk

Scotland: ‘Healthy Working Lives’ on 0800 019 2211 or www.healthyworkinglives.com

Wales: ‘Workboost Wales’ project on 0845 6096006
or www.workboostwales.com
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Business Disability Forum
The Business Disability Forum (BDF) is amembership and partnership organisation that
provides information and advice on disability as it affectsbusiness.

Information, support and advice on disability are offered as a proactive or reactive business
issue. Examples of advice offered include:

advice on adjustments and whether they are reasonable
support for members who are measuring how disability-smart their organisation is
against the BDF Disability Standard
review of documents and policies and feedback from a disability perspective.

For further information contact the BDF on 020-7403-3020 oremail
advice@businessdisabilityforum.org.uk

AbilityNet
AbilityNet is a national charity and a leading provider of advice on computing and
disability. It provides:

an advice and information service
individual assessments to find the right solution for disabled people who have a
problem using their computer
awareness training and advice to businesses.

To find out more visit www.abilitynet.org.uk or call 0800 269545 or 01926 312847.

NHS rehabilitation services
NHS rehabilitation services are available. An employee may be able to get guidance
or may prefer to have a workplace assessment undertaken by someone with a
specialist knowledge of their disease. Employees can ask their Consultant or GP what
services are available locally.

Occupational therapists specialise in enabling people with illness or disabilities to
perform work, leisure, daily activities and social roles more easily. Occupational health
physiotherapists also specialise in work problems. Either of these professionals can provide
workplace advice and/or job analysis and assessments. Assessments can be carried out by
visiting employees at work or by a structuredinterview.

These professionals can evaluate how people perform tasks and help them to simplify or
modify job tasks to reduce the effort required. They can do this by suggesting appropriate
adaptations to equipment, assistive technology (gadgets) and devices (splints), changes to the
work environment, and changes in how a person carries out their job. The therapist can
analyse how people carry out tasks, their movements and positions, and the order of tasks.
Based on this they can recommend changes to make tasks easier.
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Other sources of help

Some private companies also provide workplace assessments. Therapists may
be self- employed or employed by health insurance companies. Private health
companies, or rehabilitation case management companies.

To identify private occupational therapists, occupational health nurses and
occupational health physiotherapists, you can search online at the following sites.

For occupational therapists: The College of Occupational Therapists Specialist Section
in Independent Practice - www.cotss-ip.org.uk

For occupational health nurses: The Commercial Occupational Health Providers
Association (COHPA) - www.cohpa.co.uk – select from ‘OH Providers’ on thispage

For physiotherapists: Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Occupational Healthand
Ergonomics (ACPOHE) - www.acpohe.org.uk. Their professional body is the Chartered
Society of Physiotherapists - www.csp.org.uk – go to the PHYSIO2U section on this page

The Institute of Ergonomics and Human Factors also lists some therapists and other
ergonomics professionals - www.ergonomics.org.uk - click on ‘Find an Accredited
Consultancy’ on the home page.

Some consultancies specialise in problems of workers with disabilities, and others provide
general ergonomic workplace advice for preventing injuries-in-the-workplace. Look
at the detailed information about their specialist services, e.g. on the internet.

Rehabilitation case management companies may provide a range of services covering
physical, psychological and social issues. Some specialise in employment-related services
(e.g. ergonomic and worksite assessments, stress awareness, promoting wellbeing,
rehabilitation, and planning for a return to work). Practitioners who are members of the
Case Management Society UK adhere to the Society’s code of practice and standards.
To find a practitioner and identify the company they work for, you can search
www.cmsuk.org click on Case Management and then select ‘find a case manager’.

A new qualification in the UK has recently developed as Vocational Rehabilitation (VR)
Counsellor; this is for therapists or other professionals who have completed a certified/
accredited VR training course. The UK Rehabilitation Council’s “Rehabilitation Standards”
and “Choosing a Rehabilitation Provider” (2009) may help you identify good quality
private providers www.rehabcouncil.org.uk (select Downloads & Links on this page to
access these documents –NB you will need to register before downloading)
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Useful addresses
A bility net
National charity and provider of advice on
computing and disability.

Freephone 0800269545
01926 312 847
www.ability net.org.uk

A CA S
ACAS provides up to date information,
independent advice and can help
employers and employees to solve
problems and improve performance.

0300 123 1100
Monday to Friday 8am until
8pm Saturday 9am until 1pm
www.acas.org.uk

A ccess to Work
Access to Work (AtW) provides advice and
practical support to disabled people and
their employers to help overcome work
related obstacles resulting from a disability.

Contact your local Jobcentre Plus
or Access to Work regional business centre;
see the list on page25
www.gov.uk/access- to-work

A ssociation of Chartered
P hy siotherapists in
Occupational Health and Ergonom ics
A proactive group, promoting best practice
in the eld of Occupational Health
Physiotherapy. Online search facility for local
physiotherapists.
p ysi erapists.

0128 474 8202
www.acpohe.org.uk

Chartered Society of
P hy siotherapists Can help you to nd a
chartered physiotherapist that o ers
privateservices.

020 7306 6666
www.csp.org.uk
and go to the PHYSIO2U section on
this page

College of Occupational Therapists
Provides online information about
private OT services and can help nd
local occupational therapists specialising
in employment.

020 7357 6480
www.cot.org.uk
www.cotss- ip.org.uk
Click on “Find a private OT” Enter postcode/
town and in next box

Com m ercial Occupational Health
Providers A ssociation (COHPA)
Provides assistance with nding a provider

yin our area based on your needs.

0333 772 0401
www.cohpa.co.uk

The Equality and Hum an
Rights Com m ission (EHRC)
Provides advice and guidance for business
covering a range of equality and diversity
issues.

www.equality hum anrights.com

The Equality A dvice and
Support Service
Aims to provide bespoke advice to those
facing discrimination issues via the rhelpline.

Helpline 0808 800 0082
Mon to Fri 9am to 8pm
Sat 10am – 2pm
www.equality advisory service.com

select “
work/ergonomics/stress”
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Gov.uk
A new simpler website replacing Directgov
which aims to provide simpler and clearer
information about government services.

www.gov.uk

Disability Em ploy m ent Service
For Northern Ireland: Provides support to
employers to help them recruit people
with health issues or disabilities.

028 9025 2237
Monday to Friday 9am until 5pm
Access the site at
www.delni.gov.uk

B usiness Disability Forum
Members and Partners of the BDF can
contact the organisation for information or
advice on disability as it a ects business.

http://businessdisability forum .org.uk /
For further information,
call 020 -7403 -3020, or
email
advice@businessdisabilityforum.org.uk

Em ploy m ent Tribunals
Judicial bodies established to resolve
disputes between employers and
employees over employment rights. This
website provides information about the
tribunal’s procedures and gives guidance on
responding to aclaim.

Public Enquiry Numbers:
England/Wales 0300 1231024
Scotland 0141 354 8574
ACAS 0300 123 1100
Monday– Friday 8am until
8pm Saturday 9am until 1pm
www.justice.gov.uk/tribunals/employment t

Institute of Ergonom ics
and Hum an Factors
Advice on how to choose and where to

nd an ergonomist.

01509 234904
www.ergonom ics.org.uk

Health and Safety Executive
For small businesses in England.
Practical and free web based advice to
small businesses on workplace health and
safety, management of sickness absence
and return to work issues.

www.hse.gov.uk

Health4Work
Provideswebsite information on all

healthissues a ecting your business.

www.Health4work .nhs.uk

Healthy Working Lives
For small businesses in Scotland.
Con dential, practical and free advice to
small businesses on workplace health and
safety, management of sickness absence
and return to work issues.

0800 019 2211
Monday–Thursday 9am until
5pm Friday 9am until 4.30pm
or www.healthy work inglives.com

JobcentrePlus
A government agency supporting people of
working age from welfare into work, and
helping employers to ll their vacancies.
Part of the Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP).

0800 055 6688 (New bene t claims only)
0345 604 3719 (To cancel or change an
appointment)
Monday– Friday 8am until 6pm
www.gov.uk/contact-jobcentre-plus
They also employ Disability
Employment Advisors(DEA):
www.gov.uk /look ing-for-work-if-youre-disabled
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NHS Health at Work
Provides a gateway to advice and support
on occupational health to businesses.

www.nhshealthatwork .co.uk

Remploy
O ers recruitment and retention services
designed to support employers to recruit
and retain employees who may be facing
di culties at work due to a disability.

www.rem ploy.co.uk

Vocational Rehabilitation
A ssociation A professional organisation for
any professional working in vocational
rehabilitation Includes Standards for Practice..

www.vra- uk .org
adm in@vra-uk.org

UK Rehabilitation Council
Consists of a community of rehabilitation
associations to ensure access to high
quality services in the UK.

www.rehabcouncil.org.uk
info@rehabcouncil.org.uk

Work boost Wales
For small businesses in Wales.
Con dential, practical and free advice to
small businesses on workplace health and
safety, management of sickness absence
and return to work issues.

0845 609 6006
or www.work boostwales.com
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Access to Work Contact Centre

Contact details for a ll of England, Scotland a ndWales

Access to Work; All referrals now go through
this call centre.

Operational Support Unit
Harrow Jobcentre
Mail Handling Site A
Wolverhampton
WV98 1JE
Telephone: 0345 268 8489
Textphone: 0345 608 8753
Email:atwosu.london@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

To ndout more about the Access to Work Scheme in Northern Ireland contact:

Disability Em ploym ent Service(DES)
Disability Employment Service
(DES) 2nd Floor Gloucester House
Chichester Street
Belfast
BT1 4RA

www.delni.gov.uk
If you want more information or wish to
apply for assistance through this
programme, you should contact an
Employment Service Advisor in your local
Job

Copyright Permission
The information contained within this booklet was provided by
the National Rheumatoid Arthritis Society (NRAS) in March 2016
and all information contained with the two NRAS booklets.
“I want to work” and “When an employee has RA” was accurate
at that time.

NRAS has given the Behçet’s Syndrome Society permission to
reproduce the information for their own use but NRAS accept
no responsibility for the accuracy of the information once it
has been reproduced by BSS.
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YOUR TEXT HERE
You can add more details about your message in this space. If you
need more space for text, you can reduce the size of the your
message here text by selecting it and changing the font size. You can 
add more details about your message in this space. If you need more
space for text, you can reduce the size of the your messsage here text
by selecting it and changing the font size.

Helpline

Contact Us...

Follow us...

Admin: 0345 130 7328
info@behcetsdisease.org.uk

Join the BSS Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/BehcetsSyndromeSociety
and be a part of the BSS community.

Follow us on Twitter @ twitter.com/behcets

Behçet’s Syndrome Society
Kemp House
152 - 160 City Road
London EC1V 2NX.

0345 130 7329
helpline@behcetsdisease.org.uk

www.behcets.org.uk

24 BSS is aRegistered CharityNumber326679
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